
Are you going to use the
valve in industrial processes

carried out on industrial
premises? 

Are you going to
incorporate the valve into
an appliance to then place

the appliance on the
market?

Are you going to
incorporate the valve into

an appliance burning
gaseous fuels?

Are you going to use the valve in an
aircraft, a railway, or for research

purposes for temporary use in
laboratories?

Is the valve going to be
put into service? 

Valves serving exhibition or
collection purposes do not

require Gas Appliances
Approval.
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You need a valve 
that is approved under

Gas Appliances
Regulation.

 

Does my valve require a Gas
Appliances Approval?

NO

YESNO

NO

YES
Appliances burning gaseous
fuels for other purposes than

mentioned do not fall under the
scope of Gas Appliances

Regulation.

When a valve is supplied
separately and is not specially
intended for an appliance, it

would not normally be
considered as a fitting for that

appliance. 

Note that industrial
processes on non-industrial
premises or non-industrial

processes on industrial
premises are not exempt.

Please refer to GAR article
for more information.

Gas Appliances
Regulation only applies

to valves that are
designed to be

incorporated into an
appliance burning

gaseous fuels. Other
general gas

installations might fall
under other EU

Directives.

You don't need a valve  
that is approved under  

Gas Appliances
Regulation!  

(Other EU Directives  
might apply!)

Is the appliance used for cooking, heating,
hot water production, refrigeration, lighting,

washing (including ironing) purposes? 
You can refer to the illustrative list of

products under GAR article.

Then the valve is considered  
as part of the appliance for

which the directive applies. The
final product will require Gas

Appliances Certification.

Does my valve require approval under the gas appliance regulation? 
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YES

Is the valve going to be
used to connect the

appliance to fuel source?
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